
Master 2 Internship

Agricultural image stitching resulting from a compact
spatio-spectral camera

1 Lab/Institution

This internship will be achieved at Laboratoire d’Informatique Signal Image de la Côte d’opale (LISIC),
Université du Littoral Côte d’Opale (ULCO), France. It will take place in the campus of St Omer
(Maps Campus).

2 Supervisors

• Gilles Delmaire, Associate Professor

• Pierre Chatelain, third year PHD student

• Gilles Roussel, Full professor

3 Salary and Duration

• Salary : 550 e net per month

• 6 months (from March to September)

4 Context

Hyperspectral Imaging for precision agriculture is a fast-growing field with the advent of compact hyper-
spectral imagers that provide multiple wavelengths.

In this context, an ongoing Phd thesis, funded by the PMCO and the ULCO university, aims at
extracting potato leaf spectra along a field by scanning it with a portable hyperspectral imager. Through
these experimentation, it is expected to detect and locate the affected plants by late blight. To this end,
you need to be able to extract a consistent datacube representing part of the field.

To this goal, the alignment of datacube layers obtained from a spatio-spectral compact hyperspectral
imager (funded by the FEDER and Hauts-de-France Region) appears as a challenging task. Indeed, this
kind of imager is designed to scan the scene through a thin lens, causing parallax effects from oblique
vision. This effect directly impacts the datacube design with some indesirable spatial gaps while browsing
the spectral layers.

In [1], we proposed a method based on multiple independent homographies [5] that allow us to align
spectral layers with respect to one reference layer. However, geometrical results should still be improved,
and joint multiple homgraphies should be implemented based on the work from Chojnacki [3, 4, 2, 6, 7]
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5 Objective

The main goal of the internship is to stitch images together into a big datacube with a negligible geometric
reconstruction error along the layers regarding the potato leaf scale.

6 Required skills

The applicant should conduct Master or engineering studies in relevant fields (artificial intelligence, data
science, applied mathematics). Some knowledge on optics and hyperspectral imagery may be useful.

Good programming skills in Python, Matlab and Shell programming
Good oral and written communication skills are needed.

7 Application

The applicant should send an email to gilles.delmaire@univ-littoral.fr including at least:

1. a detailed CV

2. a motivation letter

3. University transcripts

Application deadline : February 27th, 2022.
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